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CHAPTER 511 FIVE MILLION SHORT 

 

Now Wendy had figured it out. Klara used her and did not care about her, but she used Klara too and 

Klara worked for her. In the end Klara could get nothing, because Brian did not like her, or he would 

pursue her many years ago. And the other reason was the Bennet family. Klara was at the lowest circle 

of the society and she had to support four old people and a child, that was to say, she was a widow 

without status. So the Bennet family would not choose her, so she was not a threat to Wendy. In the 

end Klara would work for vain. “Let’s go back to the point. Daenerys and Emily interceded for Winnie 

and asked me not to go against Winnie. They said Brian has been suspicious about the relationship 

between Winnie and the foreigner.” “Even if they interceded for Winnie, I will not let Winnie go until 

she gives back Brian to me and takes her two children away forever. I would have fought her to the end. 

Even if I don't win, it's a no-win situation.” Wendy said with ambition. She told a lie and reversed the 

meaning of Daenerys and Emily. She knew it was not good to say so, but for Klara could continue to help 

her, Klara could take out some money from her pocket, she must let Klara see hope. “Wendy, you're 

right. You can count on me to support you all the time. We are not just angry with Winnie, we must 

have Brian back to you.” Klara showed a sky smile. She dare not believe they succeeded. There was a 

feeling that happiness came suddenly and it was unreal. “Klara, do you have any money? I haven't paid 

him for what he did abroad. My mother has my money. She was ill in hospital these two days, so I didn't 

say anything to her because I was afraid she felt bad about money.” Wendy finally mentioned the 

money, but Klara immediately showed an unexpected look, then there was reluctance in her eyes. 

“Wendy, what's wrong with your mother? Why is she in hospital?” What Klara said had nothing to do 

with money. She wanted to skip the question, but Wendy did not give up. “Heart disease. It's a little 

scary. I wouldn't have come back if she hadn't suddenly fallen ill. I can find a chance to play a trick on 

Winnie. They went on a trip to the city where Brian had an accident. Brian had agreed to take me there. 

But my mother was hospitalized. Alas......I miss a great opportunity.” Wendy explained, saying as much 

as she could to convince Klara. Then the conversation turned to money. “If you have any money, give it 

to me first. Even if my mother stays in hospital, I will give you the money from the Yup Group’s share 

dividend in a few days and pay you back then. Of course, I know your earned money through hard work 

and I can't use it for nothing. I'll give it to you at five times the bank rate.” Wendy came up with a variety 

of ways to lure Klara to have the money. Since they used each other, she must have the money she gave 

Klara back. And right now she needed it. “You have shares in the Yup Group?” Klara asked without 

patience. They never talked about it, she did not know that Wendy had shares. “Of course, it is my 

father's company, and I am the only child in my family, how can I not have shares?” “How much do you 

need?” Klara was tempted, with solid foundation, she had nothing to worry about. If she had a good 

relationship with Wendy and Wendy felt owed to her, when she had a problem, Wendy would lend her 

money. “I'm five million short.” Wendy did not put forward too high requirements, afraid that Klara 

suspected. Five million was nothing to Wendy, but Klara was once again reluctant. She did save a lot of 

money under Brian’s care over the years. When she left the Bennet Group, he gave her a one-time cash 

payment of 50 million yuan. She was a rich man all together. However, she was planning to use the 

money for the rest of her life, so the five million would leave a gap in her plan. “Five million...” Klara said 



with hesitation, but before she could finish, Wendy interrupted her. “In fact, I still have 300 million yuan 

in my hand, but all of them used in the financial products. Or I wouldn't ask you for help. If you have 

money, you can buy some, it's better than putting it in your hand and spending it. The money earned by 

buying financial products is enough for your family to live on.” “I haven't really thought about financial 

products. I'll study it. Five million? I'll transfer it to you in a minute.” Klara was tempted by money and 

by Wendy’s lie. Her mother had her money and she had 300 million yuan, as well as and shares of the 

Yup Group. She had nothing to fear since Wendy had so much money. “Good, if you do not understand 

the financial product, you can ask me, I will help you. I have experience. I have been doing this for 

years.” Wendy said smilingly. She felt she was smart today, even Klara a vigilant person could be 

cheated by her. It was obvious that she was using Klara. “Do you have a pen and paper, I write a ious for 

you.” Wendy volunteered to write ious to show her sincerity. However, Wendy felt embarrassed. “No 

need, I trust you.” Klara said generosity but she was worried. Five million was years of salary. But it 

shouldn't be a big deal, since there was a record of the transfer. “Wendy, let's go to the bank, my mobile 

phone can transfer so much.” Klara left herself a leeway. The bank had the monitoring and the transfer 

record that the law admitted, which was a safeguard to her. Winnie and her family began their happy 

journey leaving troubles behind. It was the first time she had a trip with Brian and two children. Winnie 

had too many firsts to count. And there was happiness like never before. When they were back to the 

hotel in the evening, the two children were tired and went to bed early. Winnie took a bath and went to 

the room, only to see Brian was still busy working. She could not help but feel distressed. “We'll come 

back early tomorrow to make more time for you. You can't stay up any longer. It is not healthy.” Every 

night when he came back, he had to have a few business videos, and during the day he spent time with 

his wife and children. “I am ok, I'm strong enough to handle it. I only have two things left. We finally got 

out. I don't feel tired if you're happy.” In happy environment, Brian did not feel tired. Since living 

together with Winnie, he was full of vitality, like superman, he had much strength and did not feel a bit 

tired. It seemed that people's physical condition really depended on the mood. If he was in a good 

mood, everything would be good. “Hurry up then, I won’t bother you, and then take early rest.” Winnie 

felt warm in heart that there was a man said those words to her and spared no effort for her. She felt 

warm as she was close to sun. “It's over. They will carry it out after I sign it.” He began to sign and then 

stood up to stretch his tense limbs. Brian went to the bed and sat down, looking at Winnie with a tired 

face. “You are tired but you are worried that I am tired. We have a rest tomorrow before we fly to the 

next city.” “Don't rest. You don't have much time.” Winnie was afraid that Brian delayed his work, want 

to play as soon as possible and then go back. “Why play so hard? How can we play well if we don’t rest 

well? I have time, Albert will take care of it. They will work hard when I am not around, I will give them 

reward when I am back.” Brian's attitude was to take it as it comes. No rest and no play. “Ok, we have a 

rest tomorrow.” Since Brian had said so, Winnie would do as he said. After all, such a chance was not 

much and when they went back, Brian would have a blind date. There won't be room for her in the next 

trip. For once, she could enjoy it. Isobel had been urging Rufus to leave, but it had been ten days and 

Rufus had no intention of leaving. “I am really all right and I can be discharged now, you can go back.” 

Isobel told Rufus to go back again. She had been nagging for ten days and she was already sick of it. “You 

are a doctor yourself. Don't you know that pneumonia requires a minimum of fifteen days in hospital? 

And you are still trying to discharge and trying to drive me away. How can you insist on the rest of the 

five days? I leave and you will discharge. How can I rest assured?” Rufus had plenty of words in the face 

of such nagging, in short, no matter what Isobel said, he would not leave. “I can stay here for fifteen 

days? If you are not assured and afraid I early discharge, you can have someone to keep an eye on me.” 



Isobel guaranteed. “Rufus, please go back. You have been out for ten days and I'm really worried about 

Vanessa. I am not worried about her eating and drinking, not worried about her study. Winwin and I are 

not there for her, she will feel lonely. She was mentally traumatized by the car accident. We never let 

her be alone for so many years, fearing that she would not be able to bear the loneliness and miss her 

parents.” “It must be hard for her, now that you are not at home, and there is no one to talk to.” Isobel 

had been worried about Vanessa for so many days. Venessa would not tell others she felt lonely, and 

Isobel feared that she would get ill. Hearing what Isobel said, Rufus was speechless. He had been taking 

care of Isobel for many days, but he ignored that Vanessa also needed to be taken care of. And she was 

a traumatized child who needed more counseling. “Go back, I promise that I will listen to the doctor's 

arrangement and I will answer your phone.” Isobel she had said such words for many times, but in order 

to make Rufus feel easy, she could only repeat again and again. “Well, I'll book the flight. I'll leave your 

stalker behind to take care of you until you leave the hospital, and then I'll let him go back to B City.” 

Rufus walked to Isobel and spoke again afraid that Isobel would break her words. “Isobel, you said you 

will answer my phone and will not disappear. You have to keep your words. If I have no news from you, I 

can insist for twenty years.”  
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CHAPTER 512 AN ACCIDENT 

 

After ten days of getting along, Rufus did not want to leave Isobel. These days Isobel's heart also had a 

subtle change, Rufus could feel it. Although she told him to leave, her heart had a subtle sense of 

dependence. This feeling was a kind of impetus to relieve their twenty years of estrangement, so if he 

went back, he did not know how long they would have such a sense of dependence again. But Vanessa 

really needed him. “Don't worry, I won't disappear, I am old now.” Hearing that Rufus was to book a 

flight, Isobel felt upset. She had been used to be taken care of by Rufus. She was no longer lonely but 

felt warm in heart. Now that he was leaving, it would never happen again. Isobel lowered her head and 

dare not look into Rufus’ eyes. Rufus stood in front of Isobel booking a ticket. Isobel said nothing, 

lowering her head. Rufus soon booked the flight. “I have booked the flight for the evening.” “Rufus, it 

would have been great if you were single back then. It would have been great if you were an ordinary 

person. We must be very happy now.” Isobel still lowered her head and said with feelings. If things 

happened as her wish, the world would have no suffering. This was fate, she loved, and she was in pain, 

which was last for a lifetime. “Isobel......” Rufus did not know what to say, only felt that the suffering 

caused was taken by Isobel. She was bitter, tired and sadder than anyone else, but she had endured it 

for so many years. Rufus sat on the bedside and held Isobel into his arms. “I'm sorry. It was all my fault. 

You should have a good home and a happy life, and I cheated you.” “Next life, next life I will wait for you 

as a single, until you appear.” He felt sorry to Isobel this life. Even if he tried to make up, he could not 

make up for the loss of her youth, so he could only make it up in next life. Feeling wronged, Isobel was 

touched by Rufus's words and cried. She stretched out her arms around Rufus, sobbing. “We can be 

together this life. I will find you next life as long as you wait for me.” For more than 20 years, Isobel had 

been enduring the injustice and tears, but today she could not help but crying out. With Rufus’ words, 

she felt it worth. Thomas once again came to the prison. He said with a tough attitude to Wendy that he 

would not come because it was his deliberate performance. If Wendy knew he came to see Penny, it 

was not a good thing. Till he saw Penny, Thomas still frowned with cold a face. “You use Wendy, do you? 



Wendy is brainless, you can easily use her.” Thomas said straightforward with direct and distant in tone. 

“What am I afraid of now? Your nephew can break into the prison and do something to me?” Penny said 

with disdain. She didn't care about anything now, the only thing that mattered was Winnie. She just 

wanted Winnie to die soon. “You're not afraid of anything, but you get me into trouble. I don't want to 

deal with such retarded people like her.” Thomas did not like Wendy, also hated Penny's attitude. But 

he never thought that these two would get together. “Uncle Thomas, you are changing your attitude too 

quickly. You never said that when she was with your nephew. Now I think I'm trying to please Winnie.” 

Penny gave a cold hum and took a disdainful look at Thomas. “Cut the crap. Your time is limited, don’t 

you know that? What do you want to say to me?” Thomas said with hatred and wished to leave now. 

“Wait, let me ask you a question first. How did Wendy know you? Who told her you were here?” This 

was what Thomas wanted to know today. Wendy was not scheming and she could not think of a way to 

deal with Winnie. Thomas had long suspected someone to help her, so he wanted to find out this 

person. Wendy was stupid. The more things she knew, the worse it would be for him. Besides, she was 

no longer of use, so it was best that she stayed away. Since so, he had to found out the person behind 

Wendy. “Klara, Brian's former secretary, the wife of the driver who died in the accident.” Penny did not 

hide it. As long as Thomas wanted to know it, she told him, hoping it got as messy as possible. Hearing 

that it was Spencer's wife, Thomas did not say anything, but his expression was more serious and he 

frowned more deeply. “Go ahead, what do you want?” Since he had already known who was behind, 

the rest was Penny's business. “Nothing special, I just want to know the car accident about your 

nephew.” Penny's voice became noticeably smaller. “Don't you know, why still ask me?” Thomas was 

confused. “I'm not talking about the accident in which the driver was killed. I'm talking about the 

accident abroad.” Penny had heard from her father about the car accident in which Brain had lost his 

memory, but she was not interested. What she was interested in was the accident that Wendy said 

about abroad. “Wendy told you?” Thomas voice was low and cold, revealing resentment in his eyes. 

Penny said nothing, but nodded. “Nothing special. It was an accident.” Thomas was gnashing teeth. 

Penny knew everything that Wendy knew. If Penny knew too much, it was equal to a cancer which 

would threaten his life at any time. “I don’t think it was simple like that. If it had been an accident, Brian 

would not have bothered to investigate. And what was that thing that Brian was looking for?” Penny 

kept asking, but she didn't have any hope of hearing an answer. She asked these questions, just to 

observe Thomas's reaction to confirm her guess. “You ask too many questions. It's best not to ask about 

things that don't concern you. You've only got six years in prison. If you do it wrong again, you'll end up 

in prison for life.” Thomas did not answer but warned Penny ruthlessly. But his attitude allowed Penny 

to feel assured. “Uncle Thomas, I am bored in prison, so I inquired. If I make a mistake, I'm willing to 

bear the consequences. But I hate your nephew no less.” Penny said in a deep and low voice. “Uncle 

Thomas, don't say that to your nephew. Otherwise, I can’t show him how much I hate him.” Penny said 

looking at Thomas. Thomas was silent thinking of something. “Uncle Thomas, are you angry? You are 

good with my father, I don’t think you will be angry with me.” Penny seemed to be easing the 

atmosphere, but she dropped another ‘bomb’. Upon hearing Penny spoke of her father, Rufus looked at 

the prison police behind Penny. Seeing that he did not look back, he whispered. “Don't talk nonsense.” 

Thomas reminded Penny cautiously, but Penny did not mind. “Uncle Thomas, you don't have to say 

anything. You came to see me for more than just my father. I went to prison because I hurt Luke. All the 

Bennet family members who can visit me must be the opposite of Brian, or were forced by my father.” 

Penny leaned her head forward and kept her voice to the lowest level. She saw through everything, 

which made Thomas angry. “Penny, you are alone in the cell...” Thomas glared at her clenching teeth, 



but Penny did not care and was not afraid of Thomas. She directly interrupted Thomas's words. “Uncle 

Thomas, I want to get out, and then I can help you.” The voice was much smaller and Thomas could only 

read her lips to guess the meaning. When Penny said he was forced by her father, she clearly saw the 

tension in the eyes of Thomas. This proved that her speculation was not off course. She had guessed 

that, so she dare to put forward request with Thomas. Thomas took a contemptuous look at Penny. At 

the moment, he found that Penny really hated Brian and she was good at analyzing the fact. Instead of 

repenting for going to jail, she hated him even more. She did not let go even if her family was ruined, 

but she held hatred deeper. Such a woman was terrified. She would care nothing and only vent her 

anger. Back to her cell, Penny still thought of Thomas's reaction. It seemed that what she heard before 

was true. Thomas had always been wary of Brian and selfish intentions for the Bennet Group. If she 

could use Thomas to deal with Brian and Winnie, he would be a trump card. But she was not sure if 

Thomas could meet her wishes. Even if Thomas could deal with Brian, she also wanted to personally 

destroy Brian and Winnie. They didn't say much today, but she learned a lot. It made her aware that 

people were mutually exploiting and it was up to who could be the better. Thomas got on his car and 

lost his temper, but no one heard him. “Damn Penny, she was threatening me. And Wendy, I should 

early use some malicious means to threaten her, otherwise Penny would not know too many things.” 

Thomas muttered with resentment. He was indifferent to these two women, but they made things 

messy. Even though Penny was in prison, but she had a chance to call. If she made a call to Brian, his 

plan would have gone up in flames. What should he do? Get her out of prison? If he got her out to deal 

with Brian, can he guarantee that he would not be involved? Would it be safer if she stayed in prison? 

Thomas left the prison and went directly to Richard, wanting to vent his anger on Richard. Into the 

house, Thomas roared loudly out of anger. “What did you say to your daughter? How did she know 

about the feud between Brian and me? Your daughter has failed in your education and is still restless in 

prison. She wants me to get her out and avenge her on Brian.” “I don't know who gave her the courage 

to stand up to Brian. I may call her silly, but she try to threaten me, I may call her clever, but she said 

stupid words.” “And if I can manage to get her out, she would be under police’s watch. Even so, she 

wants to revenge. Do you think she's got a head?” “If Brian knows she is out, wouldn't he take extra 

care? Wouldn't he send people to guard her? If he wouldn't do anything to her, he would use her to 

catch you.” “It's crazy. It's impossible. She gets chutzpa in prison.” After releasing all the resentment at 

one breath, Thomas felt tired and angry panting. 
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Although the scolding came suddenly, Richard understood what was going on. Richard thought he must 

see Penny in the prison and Penny made him angry. “Don’t be angry with her. What can she do in the 

prison? I didn't tell her much about us, just occasionally. She's probably just idle and put everything 

together and then figured it out.” “My daughter must have said something she shouldn't say. I apologize 

for her. Don't be mad. Richard pleased him. No matter how angry Thomas was, he could endure it, 

because now only Thomas could deal with Brian. “I'm not angry? Can I not be angry? There was a cop 

next to her and she mentioned you again and again, which was clearly going to get me in trouble. 

Richard, your daughter is too treacherous. She doesn't give you a way to live or give herself a way out, 

something big will happen sooner or later.” How could he not be angry? Penny's only ability was to 



make people angry. “Yes, she is a simple woman who speaks without thinking of the consequences. I 

can't see her now. so I can't tell her. I can only apologize for her.” Richard continued his apology. But he 

scolded Penny did not make any progress in heart. She was not clear what should be said and what 

should not be said, and who should be said to. If said something without thinking, she would only get 

into trouble. “Thomas, how is she now?” He scolded his daughter in heart, but he still worried about her 

and wanted to know how she was doing. “You can learn that she is good from her words. She even has 

the strength to annoy me.” Thomas said with resentment. He felt that Penny was too good so she 

fantasized. “Good, good.” Richard was relieved to hear that his daughter was fine. “Why don't you try to 

get her out, and I'll talk to her in person and stop her talking nonsense.” Richard thought carefully 

before he put forward his ideas. As long as he saw his daughter, he knew what to say if he was caught by 

the police. “I think you're mad, too. She'll take you in when she gets out. And with her impulsive, 

reckless nature, she's gonna ruin it for me. Let her stay in there.” Thomas could not create danger for 

himself. He must be careful, must succeed, never allowed anyone to spoil his thing. “Well, do what you 

want. Have you begun your plan?” Richard could not force Thomas to help Penny, or it might have bad 

effect, so he did not continue to ask. “Yes, I have started it, but Brian has not sensed it.” Thomas finally 

came to his senses. “Don't you take advantage of Dominik Chambers and Brian? Don't you use Winnie?” 

Richard asked and reminded him. But Thomas had thought of this important figure, how could he not 

use him? “I put everything into operation, and then I can make use of Winnie. Showing signs too early is 

giving Brian time to fight back.” “You are considerate. No one else can compete with him expect you.” 

Richard said with flattery. He wished Brian would be defeated and Winnie pay the price. As soon as he 

saw the miserable end of the two of them, he would turn himself in to the police station and did not 

care if he was got shot to death. Vanessa got up in the morning to dress herself and went downstairs 

until breakfast, but found Rufus was at the table. She was surprised to see him.” “Rufus, when did you 

get back?” Vanessa showed surprise in eyes. Rufus had been away these days, she always felt as if 

something was missing. He suddenly stood in front of her, which made her had a kind of excitement 

when her father came back from a business trip. “I came back last night. It was too late, so I did not tell 

you.” Rufus smiled and said kindly. He was very happy to see Vanessa's surprised look. “Good, will you 

leave again?” Vanessa could be steadfast after making sure Rufus would not leave again. She asked her 

father every time he came back from a business trip. “No, where can I go?” Rufus replied positively to 

Vanessa. “Good, I'll feel relieved if you don't go. Rufus, take me with you next time, or I will worry about 

you.” In fact, Vanessa was not used to be alone at home, not used to the day without Rufus. During 

these days in Rufus' home, she had been used to Rufus's daily care and silent company. She felt insecure 

without him around. “Ok, I will take you with me next time, so that you can take care of me.” Vanessa's 

words made Rufus' heart softened and sour. He felt Vanessa’s dependence on him. And he knew that 

Vanessa had been enduring when he was not around. Isobel was right, Vanessa needed absolute 

security, needed someone to give her a sense of steadiness, so that she could feel at ease in life. “Don't 

talk about it now. Sit down and eat. I will take you to school later, and then we will talk it on the way.” 

Rufus changed the topic, afraid that he would cry because he felt distressed about her. The Bennet's old 

house. Thomas shut himself in the room after breakfast. He always felt uneasy, afraid that Wendy and 

Penny would ruin his plan. Penny could not get out of prison, but Wendy, a fool, did things for her. It 

was a sure way to implicate him. Once he got Brian's attention, his plan would fail again. Thomas felt it 

needed to be solved urgently, and he had to warn Klara. At this thought, Thomas made a call. “Check the 

basic information of a person named Klara, she used to be Brian's secretary.” After that, Thomas asked 

Wendy out again. Then he set out at the appointed time and to the agreed place. They did not go to the 



tea house or coffee shop, but a quiet place on the beach. Thomas was there for a while, when he was to 

lose his patience, came behind Wendy’s panting sound. “Uncle Thomas, I am sorry I am late.” “You have 

no sense of time, it is irresponsible to others.” Thomas said with dissatisfaction. Now he thought Wendy 

had no merit. She did not work or study, just relied on her parents, nothing different than the punks on 

the street. He didn’t know if Brian was blind at that time and liked such a woman who was not 

motivated and had no sense of time. By a glance, he felt Winnie was much better than Wendy. “Sorry, 

Uncle Thomas, there was a traffic jam...” “Stop making excuses. Being late is being late. The traffic jam is 

no excuse.” Thomas took a disdainful look at Wendy and then looked at the sea. “I called you here today 

to tell you not to have anything to do with Penny, not to see her in prison.” Thomas said coldly, which 

did not fit to the bright sunshine this day. “Uncle Thomas...” Wendy showed an embarrassing look. She 

wanted Penny to give her advice, but it did not seem to have anything to do with Thomas. “Don't make 

excuses. Don’t you know Penny is using you? You once said she was helping you by giving you advice, 

but her purpose is to kill Brian and Winnie. No matter what happens to Brian and Winnie, you are the 

fall guy. “You can't see that, but still go around with a man in prison.” Thomas felt vexed when Wendy 

talked. Once he was vexed, he could not control his own temper. “Penny looked down on Brian. Don't 

you understand Brian? If he can be easily destroyed by Penny, how can he hold up the whole Bennet 

Group?” Thomas said these words because he did not want Wendy to get involved. In order not to 

expose himself, he had to make Wendy stop, so he could only use this method. “Uncle Thomas, you 

used to support me. You know my goal is to get Brian back. I don't want to do anything to him.” Wendy 

didn't seem to hear the point of the question, or maybe she didn't want to give up so she deliberately 

ignored the point of the question. No matter what she thought, Thomas didn't feel well. “I did support 

you in the past, because you and Brian were not together for years. I felt pity that you give up like that. 

And I did see that you could not leave Brian, and that is why I helped you.” “But you, you have changed 

the nature. If you want to get Brian, you can hurt Winnie, but it is wrong to ask Penny for help.” Thomas 

calmed down himself and explained. It looked like when he talked to Wendy, he had to explain every 

detail before she could understand. Wendy deserved to be used. Thomas continued to say. “I've told 

you more than once not to have anything to do with Penny for your own good. I told you Penny's 

purpose is to kill both Brian and Winnie. She only helps you for her own good, not for your own good.” 

“That is what I want to say. Even if you win Winnie, Penny will not let you get Brian. When she makes a 

phone call to Brian, everything about you will be exposed. Brian still will kick you out.” Thomas felt his 

mouth dry, but found that Wendy was still ignorant. “It seems that you do not believe what I said. If you 

do not believe me, you can ask her for help. If you lose, don't blame me that I didn't warn you.” Thomas 

did not know what to say. It was not terrible to be stupid, but Wendy was stupid and stubborn. “But, but 

I want to go back to Brian.” In fact, Wendy believed Thomas's every word, believed that Penny had her 

motive and that Penny finally could ruin her plan. But for the time being she had no one to help her, 

only Penny. It was not that she was used by Penny, but they used each other. Now the most important 

thing was to drive Winnie away from Brian and then she would think about the next step. “It's not 

wrong for you to want Brian, but you can find other ways to deal with Winnie, not ask Penny for help. 

Now Grandpa doesn't know it. If he knows you have dealings with Penny, I'm afraid you won't be able to 

stay in B City.” “Also, although Penny is serving six years in prison, you know the police are keeping a 

close eye on her. She may have had something to do with her father's murders. If you keep going to see 

her, the police will notice you and come after you.” Thomas failed to persuade Wendy, so he could only 

mention Felix and Richard. 
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CHAPTER 514 KLARA IS NOT A FRIEND 

 

After hearing what Thomas said, Wendy gave a cold hum with disdain. "I can't explain it to Grandpa, but 

I have nothing to do with the murder case of Penny. I didn't kill anyone, so I have no fear of the police’s 

investigation." Wendy thought she had not killed anyone, so she was not afraid of the police. What she 

thought was superficial and she was impossible to consider in perspective of Thomas. "Stupid, you are 

out of your mind to think so." "The murder case is related to Brian and Winnie. If the police notice you, 

they will find Brian to confirm who you are, so they will find you. Then Brian will know that you met 

Penny. What do you think will happen to you?" Thomas was angry because Wendy was stupid, but 

hearing that he said, Wendy’s facial expression changed. She was alarmed and she did not expect that. 

"How did I not realize such a dangerous thing? Uncle Thomas, do you mean if I ask Penny for help, it 

would be bad for me?" "Yes." Thomas took a deep breath, it was not easy for Wendy to aware of that. 

Wendy was afraid and she regretted. It was Klara's idea to find Penny for help. Klara didn't want her to 

give up and wanted to continue to use her, so she just needed to recommend Penny to her without 

thinking of these. Thomas reminded her, which made her found she was a bullet, Klara was aimed at the 

target and Penny was the trigger. But the final wound would be the bullet and she would be responsible. 

Even if it was mutual use, her gain was negligible. Seeing that Wendy finally woke up, Thomas' heart 

sank. "Wendy, to be honest, although Winnie cannot marry into the Bennet family, Grandpa has 

acknowledged Winnie's efforts for the two children. This means that whoever is Brian's legal wife, she 

must accept the existence of Winnie, thought she was a mistress." "Go on if you can accept it, but you 

can't discuss anything with Penny. If you can't accept it, get over it now." Thomas reminded her kindly, 

but he believed that Wendy would give up easily. If she really gave up such an excellent man, she would 

really be a fool. "I've said all I can. Think about it. I have to go." Thomas's purpose was basically 

achieved. He turned and left. Wendy stood alone by the sea, feeling mixed. She regretted and feared as 

well as felt angry. She was not angry at Penny, but she hated Klara. It seemed that Klara helped her a lot, 

but the result was bad, which showed that Klara’s help was useless. At this, she thought of that five 

million. She gave Klara more than five million and Klara had to give her back. Wendy did not go home 

but found Klara after she left the sea. She wanted test Klara for the last time if Klara treated her as a 

friend. "What is wrong, Wendy, why do you look bad?" As Klara walked into the café, she saw Wendy 

wore a bitter face. "Alas...... Don't mention it. Sit down." Wendy took a sigh. “What's the matter?” Klara 

asked again before she sat down. "Uncle Thomas just found me and asked me not to see Penny, saying 

that Penny would use me and betray me because she had a bad character. She said if Penney called 

Brian, I will lose everything.” "He also said, Felix had determined the position of Winnie being Brian’s 

mistress, and no one could sway that, no one could hurt Winnie. Uncle Thomas wants me to think about 

everything and quit." Wendy said to Klara and wanted to hear Klara's view of it. "You mean Thomas said 

these to you?" Hearing that, Klara was nervous and eyes were rolling erratically. No one knew what was 

in her mind. "Yes." Wendy affirmed her question. "But you said that Thomas was on your side." Klara 

asked with confusion and wondered why Thomas changed his attitude. As far as she knew, Thomas and 

Brian were opposite. If he advised Penny give up, wasn’t it good for Brian? "Yes, he thinks for me and 

don't want me to be used by Penny. He did not want me to lose everything." "I think Uncle Thomas is 

really good for me." Wendy called him Uncle amiably and repeated this address. "I don’t think it is good 

for you. Has he been bribed by Winnie, so he advised to give up?" Klara heard that Wendy wanted to 

give up, but if Wendy gave up, her efforts of long time would be in vain. She would have no one to use 



and could not get Brian. For herself, Klara must persuade Wendy. "Wendy, let me analyze this for you. 

First, Penny is not using you, but you are using her. She's been in prison for, like, six years. And if her 

father is caught in six years, Penny will have to live there for the rest of her life." "Wait..." Wendy called 

off Klara's analysis. "You know about her father killed a person?" "Yes, didn't I tell you about it?" Klara 

found that she had said the wrong thing, but she pretended to be confused. She had never mentioned it 

to Wendy, for fear that Wendy would not contact Penny if she did. "No? I forgot it. Perhaps I forgot it." 

Wendy felt upset that Klara deliberately hid this fact from her. She did not immediately reveal Klara but 

wanted Klara to finish her analysis. "I'll go ahead. Penny and Mr. Bennet were enemies. If she called him, 

Mr. Bennet would not answer it. Who can keep contact with an enemy? So Thomas' fears are not valid." 

"The chairman was determined the position of a mistress, but you are fighting for the position of Brian’s 

wife, they were not the same. The chairman is over 90 years old, it is not certain whether he will see the 

sun tomorrow. Why do you care about him? Once he dies, it's up to you to decide whether Winnie can 

keep her position as a mistress." Klara gave two kinds of possible analysis in details. She felt Wendy 

would insist hearing such detailed analysis. If Klara said such words before, Wendy would think it was 

helpful and Klara helped her wholeheartedly. But now it sounded like such advice had nothing to do 

with friendship. If they were true friends, she would persuade her to let go like Daenerys and Emily. But 

Klara was not a friend but an enemy. She was still selfish and was using her, lying to her. Wendy felt 

completely cool in heart and from this moment, Klara was her enemy. But at the moment she could 

expose Klara, because she had to get her money back. "You have a point." Wendy said lightly but she did 

not continued, which made Klara worried. "Wendy, you have held on for so long, you must hold on. Mr. 

Bennet is the only one good man in the world. All the women are fighting to marry her. You have a 

superior condition, you can’t give up." "All the women in the world? Including you? Wendy said with a 

smile, it was like a kidding, but she was reminding her. Hearing that, Klara with guilty conscience could 

not bear it. "Wendy..." Klara explained in embarrassment, but Wendy interrupted her with a smile."Just 

kidding. You are my best friend. How can you steal a man from me?" Wendy gave a sly laugh and then 

changed the topic. "By the way, I will give you back the five million through bank transfer. I'll give you 

the interest in cash." With that, Wendy took out fifty thousand of cash to Klara from her bag. "Ten 

thousand is interest, and another forty thousand is your salary for this month. Go home and let your 

family see it, so they won't worry." Wendy's tone was kind without any hatred. Klara was nervous just 

now and now Wendy gave her money, which made her overwhelmed. "Wendy, you don’t need to give 

me salary, I can’t accept it, and you only used the money for one day? How can I have so much 

interest?" Since Klara did not work until now, Wendy had given her living expenses every month, ranging 

from 20,000 to 50,000. In this case she could not collect interest from Wendy. With that thought, Klara 

said so. But the sight of money made her tempted. It was hard for her, a lover of money, to resist the 

lure of money. "The salary has to be paid. You can’t let your family worry about you for you have not a 

job now. The salary will give them peace of mind. When you get a job, I won't give it to you anymore." 

Wendy seems to be considerate than before. Then she went on. "As for the interest, I don't think it is 

much. It's not about how much. It's about trust. It's about your trust in me. Take it. Maybe I'll borrow it 

from you next time." Hearing that, Klara was pleased, so she took it. "Ok, if you borrow money from me 

again, I will not collect interest. You are so good to me, how can I not believe you?" Klara took the 

money with a smile. Wendy would like to see Klara was greedy. Only by giving her a little temptation, 

Wendy could get more next time. After separating with Klara for a long time, Wendy thought she could 

not give up Brian, but she really could no longer contact with Penny. That was all she had in mind. Penny 

always asked her to be heartless and cruel, if she kept being told like this, she would make a mistake. 



Wendy made the final decision not to use radical methods, or mess with people she shouldn't mess 

with, especially tough people like Jonny. At the thought of Jonny, Wendy was horrified. Jonny had been 

calling her by different numbers since he found out she didn't go to MG. But as long as it was foreign 

number, Wendy would not answer the phone. But Jonny didn't give up and kept calling her. His 

persistence showed that he could not contact Brian and Winnie too. In this way, Wendy felt down-to-

earth and felt Jonny would give up after some time. 
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Two days passed, Klara had been thinking about Wendy's attitude. Although she persuaded Wendy, 

Wendy did not give a clear attitude as before. Klara was worried that Wendy would give up as Thomas 

wanted. She wanted to call Wendy and tried to persuade her again, but she was afraid that Wendy 

would be suspicious. "What does Thomas mean? Why he changed his attitude? Was he truly repentant 

and would not go against Brian anymore? Has he given up the Bennet Group? But why did he put Jack in 

the Bennet Group? Klara solilogized in the car, thinking of Thomas's attitude. At this time, she urgently 

needed someone to analyze for her, but how she could find? "Penny?” Klara thought of Penny. If she 

went to see Penny, no one would suspect her. She wanted to make it big so that Brian and Winnie felt it 

difficult to deal with. Klara thought so and immediately carried out. She drove straight to the prison. 

Since Thomas came to see Penny, Penny wanted to see Klara. Klara was Brian's trusted secretary, she 

must know a lot about Thomas, but she forgot Klara's phone number and no one could take the 

message out. But she found that she was lucky and Klara would come to her. “I didn't expect you to 

come and see me. I thought I had been forgotten by you." Penny was modest, completely different 

when she met Wendy. "Anyway, we've been seeing each other a lot before, so I think I should come and 

see you." Klara said polite words too. If she did not need help, she would not come and see Penny in this 

life. "When I came in, the police told me that visiting hours are limited, so I'll make it short." "I came 

here today to tell you something. You should know Thomas. He is trying to persuade Wendy not to 

communicate with you. I'm afraid Wendy will never see you again." Klara went to the point, because she 

knew that what happened between Wendy and her had been known by Penny, so it had no need to 

waste time. "What do you mean by telling me this?" Penny did not care about her words, because it was 

expected. "I think Thomas has a prejudice against you. He said you will be a bad influence on Wendy and 

will use Wendy as a gun. I......" "You have other selfish motives. You want Brian." Klara explained, but 

Penny did not want to hear that. She interrupted Klara’s hypocritical explanation and said out her 

motives. "I... There is such a reason." Looking at Penny’s imposing eyes, Klara admitted tactfully. Penny 

sarcastically raised the corner of mouth and went to the main topic. "I have thought of what Thomas 

said. He has his own plan, he won’t only think about Wendy." "Klara, I don't know much about the things 

between Thomas and Brian, I think you should know more than I do. Well, since you're here, tell me 

about it. I am in prison, but I can help you." Wendy would not help her, it did not meant that Klara 

would not help her. And Klara and was more clever and rigorous than Wendy. "I only know a bit of it. 

They are at odds because Thomas wants the position of the president. Unpleasant things happened 

because of the fight for position. Later Mr. Bennet had selective amnesia after a car accident, and the 

conflict between them went away." Klara did not intend to conceal it, but that was all she knew. It was 

not against the law and no one could do anything to her, but she could mess things up. "Is this what 



Brian said?" Penny asked uncertainly. "No, I met Mr. Bennet after my husband died. At that time, Mr. 

Bennet has amnesia and never mentioned it. All I know was from my husband." Klara recalled carefully 

to confirm that if Brian had mentioned it during her tenure. "Is that all?” Penny felt that the information 

was not enough, because she could guess so. Klara said so only made her confirm it. "Yes, that's all." 

Klara said. "What was that car accident Wendy talked about?" Penny continued. "I don't think my 

husband ever said that. I heard about it from Wendy, too. Mr. Bennet seemed to think of something and 

asked Wendy if he have given a thing to her in the car accident. Klara once again recalled it, she had 

never heard it from her husband. If she knew, she might have told Wendy, why told her to ask Thomas? 

"Do you know what it is?" Penny was on her guard. "I don’t know, Wendy asked Thomas, but Thomas 

said he didn’t know. But I think this thing must mean something to Mr. Bennet. Otherwise he wouldn't 

have come to ask Wendy." Klara said while analyzing. But there was no material breakthrough. "Yes, you 

are right. You know a lot about Brian. He did not ask useless questions, did not do unnecessary things, 

and did not contact people for no reason.” Penny agreed with Klara that that thing was meaningful for 

Brian. "Thomas told Wendy that, which proves that Thomas knows this thing. If it is a simple accident, it 

would be meaningless to Brian, he would not say anything about it. But how did Thomas know? If it was 

a simple accident, he wouldn't have given it to someone else, so it must have been something 

important." Penny began to analyze it. She found that a few words of Klara was easy to arouse her 

thinking, it meant that Klara was smart too. Then Klara continued to analyze following Penny's thinking 

and combining with the contradiction between Brian and Thomas. "That time period was the fierce 

competition between Mr. Bennet and Thomas. If Mr. Bennet did not say it and Thomas knew it, there 

are several possibilities. One is that Thomas heard it from others, the other is that he might know what 

it is." At this point, Klara paused, finding that she could not convince herself of either possibility. Then 

she continued to think about it. Suddenly a terrible possibility occurred to her. "Thomas is the person 

involved." "He's experienced it." Klara said in surprise, but at the same time Penny also gave the 

possibility of the same. The two looked at each other feeing inconceivable, and did not expect they had 

consistent assumption. But after thinking of this possibility, Klara was timid, she could not accept the 

slaughter between families. And Penny gave a gloating smile. Her idea was different from Klara’s. Like 

having something important, she thought she could change the situation. Her hopeful but ironic look 

scared Klara. Penny was ruthless, so she could do things ruthlessly, and that was why she had been sent 

to prison. "Klara, you are cleverer than I think, not stupid as Wendy. To be honest, it's impossible for me 

to be with Brian in this life. I had heard about Winnie, Felix will not accept her. So it can only be you and 

Wendy." "Among the two of you, Felix will choose you. If Wendy marries into the Bennet family, it will 

be a disaster." Penny complimented Klara. Since Wendy did not come to see her, she could only use 

Klara. "You think too highly of me." Klara said indifferently without uncontrollable pleasure or joy after 

being flattered. She understood why Penny said these words and knew her position. Any woman in the 

world would have been eligible to marry Brian, but she didn't. With children and old people to support, 

she was, to put it bluntly, a burdened widow. The Bennet family would be blind if they wanted a 

burdened widow who had nothing but troubles. She never thought to be Brian’s wife, she just wanted to 

be his mistress, as long as the elderly and children could have a good life, as long as she could be with 

the man who she had been silently loved for several years. Penny’s intention was obvious. It was 

impossible to use her like Wendy to encourage her and turn her into a gun. One was that she was not so 

ambitious, and the other was that she was not so ruthless. She had a family, and she could not get into 

troubles, or no one could take care of her families. "Leave it alone first. Help me figure out what 

Thomas’ plan if he involved in the car accident and what that thing Brian was talking about." Seeing that 



Klara had no reaction, Wendy asked and seized time to figure out the problem. At this time, however, 

Klara stood up. "I think he wants that thing. That's the whole point. If he can’t get it, he wants to destroy 

it." "I gotta go and I will see you another time." Klara turned and left. It annoyed Penny. She had been 

thinking of Klara's aloof and proud figure on the way back to the cell with the police. She wanted to use 

Klara, but she felt she had been used by Klara. But Klara's last sentence was all right. Thomas must want 

to get that thing so he bumped into Brian, and then a woman ruined his plan. The thorough destruction 

that Klara said was cruel. If the important thing could not be destroyed, he could only destroy Brian. 

Felix was bored at home and missed two children, so he asked Butler Lowe to send him to prison. It was 

the weekend and Vanessa was at home. Felix's arrival made Vanessa somewhat inhibited, but Vanessa 

still greeted Felix politely. "Hello, Grandpa Felix!” Felix did not know how to respond. It sounded weird, 

but it he felt ok about it. "If it is presumptuous to address you in this way, I greet you again. Hello, 

Chairman." Vanessa said mischievously, so as not to be embarrassed. 
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Vanessa thought that she should call Felix Grandpa as Stella in the respect of the elders, but she forgot 

that Felix did not even pay attention to her sister, and her sister did not call him grandpa, so it would be 

too much if she called him Grandpa. "Just call me Grandpa Felix." Felix felt that the address of 

“Chairman” sounded uncomfortable. With that, he sat down on the sofa in the living room. He had seen 

Vanessa before. Because she looked alike Stella, there was a sense of intimacy. He had a good 

impression of her, and he liked kids who worked hard and were willing to learn. Vanessa was naughty as 

a child, but was sensible than her peers. That was why Felix did not dislike her. The more he looked at 

her, the more he felt she was similar to Stella. At the thought of Stella, Felix asked. "Stella is not here?" 

"She went to the airport to meet Joshua." Rufus answered Felix's question. "Is Joshua back?" Felix 

continued in a calm voice. "Yes, he had finished the work and will work at home." Rufus said that with a 

happy look. It was a piece of happy news for him. After all, his daughter and son-in-law no longer had to 

live in different places. "Good. It is good to come back." Felix sighed and seemed to feel a sense of relief. 

"Grandpa Felix, Rufus, you talk. I'll help in the kitchen and tell them to cook something Grandpa Felix 

likes. We can have lunch when Stella and her husband come back." Vanessa rarely said flattering words 

to others, but she wanted to live a good impression to Felix, hoping he could be good to her sister. She 

felt embarrassed and depressed, because Felix gave her a sense of pressure, so she was inhibited. She’d 

better leave with excuse. "Someone is already in the kitchen." Rufus did not want Vanessa to help, but 

he could not be so direct, he could only say so. Vanessa knew Rufus was concerned about her, so she 

gave a grateful smile. "A lady had a family emergency and left, leaving only two people in the kitchen. I 

can help with what I could." Vanessa really didn't want to stay in a space with Felix, and it was not polite 

back to her room and not appropriate to find an excuse to go out. The best place she could stay was the 

kitchen. "Can you cook?" Felix asked. "A little, wash rice and vegetables, help cut vegetables, I am quite 

good at it. Grandpa Felix, you talk to Rufus, I'm going to help." With that, Vanessa turned to the kitchen 

to help. Felix looked at Vanessa's back with emotion. "She is very sensible like her sister. There are very 

few such kids now. Nowadays, the social atmosphere is not good. Even the poor children are spoiled. No 

one will help to cook at such a young age." "Both of them are sensible. Even Luke and Megan are 

cleverer than the children of the same age. The two children are filial, no matter what they eat, they will 



give the adults first before they eat." They were both sensible, but Rufus felt distressed about that. If 

their parents were alive, they would be spoilt too. How could one of them support the family and the 

other studied hard to change the situation? "Vanessa and I talked these days. She said she could cook, 

wash clothes and clean the house. Whenever she is at home during holidays, she would do housework.” 

"She said that her aunt and sister had done so much for her, and that she had nothing to return. She 

could only study hard and do what she could." At this thought, Rufus felt distressed and felt guilty to 

Vanessa. "As the saying goes, the children of poor families take care of the family early. She has good 

character and good performance in school, she must be a talent in the future." Felix heard Rufus's pity 

for the two sisters, but he did not see the guilt of Rufus because he did not look into his eyes. It had 

been over ten days since Daenerys and Emily went to find Wendy, but they were still angry about it. 

While walking in the shopping mall, they walked about Wendy. "Did you tell Winwin about our meeting 

with Wendy?" Emily asked Daenerys looking at her. "No, you said you would call her, so I didn't call her." 

Daenerys thought Emily had told Winnie, so she had not mentioned about it. "Did I? I forgot." Emily did 

not remember she had said that, but since Daenerys said so, it must be that she had forgotten. "We 

need to call and tell her. Daenerys, see the clothes there. You try on the clothes and I'll call Winwin." So 

the two walked into a women's clothes shop. Daenerys went to try on clothes, Emily found a 

comfortable seat to sit down and then called Winnie. At this time, Winnie was enjoying the blue sky on 

the coast of H country, feeling the gentle and comfortable sea breeze, relaxing in the lounge chair on the 

shore. Occasionally she opened her eyes to take a look at the three people playing happily on the beach, 

Winnie felt warm. It was like a paradise, isolated from all the troubles and worries. If they could give up 

everything to live here for the rest of their lives, there would be nothing left but happiness. 

Unfortunately, imagination was vulnerable, they still had to return to real life and face the doomed 

entanglement. It had been 15 days since they left MG. According to plan, they should buy a plane ticket 

to go home today. But seeing the children were having fun, Brian did not want to force them to go 

home, so he decided to play for a few more days. But it could change the fact that he would have a blind 

date when he was back. Brian’s blind date made Winnie feel uneasy. After these experiences, she felt 

Felix would choose a blind date who was in line with Brian's standards. It might be smooth and she had 

to back away. At this thought, Winnie gave a bitter smile. She knew that she was worried, but why she 

worried before things had happened. She really cared too much about Brian, so she need time to accept 

it and make herself ready for the worst. While she was fantasizing, her phone rang. It was Emily. 

Immediately she gave a smile and picked up the phone. "Do you miss me?” Winnie said in a relaxed and 

mischievous tone. "I miss you. Come back. I can't remember you if you don't come back." Emily joked, 

but compared to Winnie's tone, she was upset. After all, Winnie might feel uncomfortable about what 

she was about to say. But as a bestie, even if Winnie felt uncomfortable, she had to tell Winnie so that 

she could be ready. "You don't really miss me, but I do miss you." Winnie really missed home, missed B 

City, missed all the people in B City, as well as her aunt who traveled outside. "I know you miss me, but 

I'm calling to tell you another thing." "Actually... Wait till you come back." Emily regretted as she was 

about to say. Winnie must know about it, but if she said now, Winnie would feel upset in her travel. But 

if she did not say it now, she was afraid that Wendy began to act as they just got home and Winnie was 

not on guard. Emily felt contradictory and did not know if she should tell Winnie or nor. At this time 

Winnie’s words made her relived. "Tell me, I can take the bad and the good. I've been through a lot of 

ups and down." Winnie still said in a relaxing tone, but she has sensed it was not a good thing since 

Emily hesitated. "Ok, it is Wendy. She has not given up Brian, she will certainly come to you, and I want 

you to be ready." Emily finished it by a breath for fear she could not continue if she was a bit slower. 



"How do you know?" Winnie did not feel strange. Wendy had not given up Brian since the beginning, 

but there was something that she had not told others. "Oscar came back and told us what happened to 

you in MG. We thought it should be related to Wendy. The next day Daenerys and I talked to Wendy. 

She didn't admit that it was her did that, but her attitude expose her. And she made no secret of 

admitting to Daenerys and me that she didn't want to give up on Brian." Emily stopped here to hear 

Winnie's response, but Winnie thought Emily had not finished, waiting for her to continue. In such 

silence, Emily thought Winnie was depressed. "Winwin, I told you this so that you can be prepared, but 

you can't take it seriously. It is reasonable that Wendy can't give up. You just need to be prepared and 

don’t be hurt." "Daenerys and I have analyzed your situation. Brian loves you. No matter what Wendy 

did, he would not accept Wendy." "Winwin, are you there? Don't take it to heart, ok? Be prepared and 

don’t allow Wendy to hurt you." Emily was worried and she regretted to say it because of Winnie’s 

silence."I'm listening. I'm listening to how you analyzed it and I need to think about it.”"You and 

Daenerys need not worry about me. I can handle it. Actually, when I met Wendy at the airport, I knew 

that Wendy had not given up. Brian is a superior person, if she gives up, she will be a fool." "I am 

prepared, and she is not cruel and merciless as Penney. If she deals with me, it will be nothing bid. I have 

been through ups and downs and almost got myself killed, do you think I will care about her tricks?" 

Winnie’s tone was relaxing, but she was not making a joke, she just felt warm about the concern of 

Emily and Daenerys. "Are you sure you will be ok?" Emily asked uncertainly. "Yes, don’t worry." Winnie 

pacified Emily. 
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Winnie knew that everyone was worried about her and would gathered together deliberately to analyze 

her situation and tried to figure out the problem for her. She was moved by that and felt she had 

nothing to pay back. "Ah... I mean, with you guys around, I am not afraid of being bullied. You even 

warmed Wendy for me, why do I have to worry?" "You are my patronus, when demons and ghosts 

attack me, you will get rid of them before I act." Winnie really didn't care about Wendy. It was Brian’s 

decision whether Wendy could be with him and it had nothing to do with her. Why should she bother 

herself because of Wendy? But she was moved and felt warmed by her two besties. They were like the 

sun around her, when there were clouds, they helped to disperse it, when there was fog and haze, they 

rushed to the front. Winnie always felt warm. "Alas...... Daenerys and I were worried about you, but 

we're glad you thought like that. That day Daenerys and I scolded Wendy. I have never said dirty words 

for over 20 years, but I said dirty words to Wendy because I was so angry at her." "She's the kind of 

person I don't know what to say. She is retarded to the extreme, you know..." Listening to Winnie's tone, 

Emily felt relieved. Then she began to talk about that day and she could not help but feel angry. When 

she hung up the phone, she was still resentful. "Did you tell her?" Daenerys came out from trying on 

clothes and asked with concern. "Yes." Emily answered with an angry tone. "How is Winwin?" "No 

problem, she said she would be prepared for it and she could handle it." "Never mind, I'm very angry 

and I need to cool down. Let's go and have cold drink." Thinking of Wendy, Emily had no patience and 

could not help but feel angry. Seeing that Emily was angry, Daenerys could not help but laugh. When 

Emily spoke of Wendy, she could feel Emily’s anger in the dressing room. It seemed that she really 

needed to cool down, or she would go and find Wendy desperately. "Ok, ok, let's cool down first. 



There's a cold drink shop on the first floor that serves good iced coffee. I'll take you there." The two men 

went straight to the first floor. This cold drink shop was doing well, because of the hot weather, it 

almost had no empty seat. Daenerys and Emily took a while to find seats and sat down. "I'll have that 

iced coffee you said, two. I need two to put out the flame of anger." Emily was half angry, half 

mischievous, which made Daenerys laugh. "You can have as many as you want. I remember you are 

more composed than me. I am the one who couldn't control emotions. Why can't you calm down?" 

Daenerys said, waving to the waiter. "I'd be a fool if I can calm down when I meet someone like Wendy. 

Actually, there is one thing I admire about Wendy. Her IQ is not good, her EQ is not good, her 

appearance is not good, and her talent is not good, but her ability to annoy people is amazing." Emily 

was really mad at Wendy. She felt this sentence on the Internet was suit for Wendy. Listening to the 

evaluation of Emily on Wendy, Daenerys could not control but laughing, attracting eyes around. "Hey, 

keep your voice down and don't exaggerate like that. Your laughter is so loud that it drowns out the 

music in this store." Emily whispered to remind, but Daenerys still could not control herself. "You made 

me laugh. What you said about Wendy is so right." Daenerys was still laughing, but she was covering her 

mouth with her hand to avoid suspicious eyes. Emily could not help but laughing too, she was no long 

angry. She smiled and looked around to see if many people were looking at them as they were idiots. 

But then Emily's smile froze and she fixed her eyes on a specific position. Daenerys noticed that Emily 

was wrong and looked along the direction of her line of sight. "Why Leo is here? Is this chance 

encounter?" Daenerys looked back and could only see Leo. When she turned to greet with Leo, she saw 

a girl opposite him. After seeing the girl, Daenerys looked back at Emily. "It may be a friend. I'll go and 

say hello." Daenerys got up, Emily also got up and pulled Daenerys. "Let's change positions." In 

Daenerys' position, as long as she sat inside, she would not be seen by Leo. Emily pulled Daenerys out 

from her position, and then she sat down on it. "I'll be right back after I greet with him." Daenerys 

insisted on going because she wanted to know who the woman was, but Emily stopped her. "Don't go, 

the girl's shy, they don’t like ordinary friends. We'd better not disturb them." At the moment Daenerys 

was speechless. She could see that girl’s eyes were unusual when she looked at Leo. Emily noticed it too. 

"Ok." Daenerys went to Emily's position and sat down. Looking Emily who was lively and cheerful at the 

last minute and became depressed at this moment, Daenerys felt distressed. She wanted to persuade 

Emily and she did not know what to say, so that she could not hurt Emily. Fortunately, the iced coffee 

was served. "Drink coffee. Don’t you want to cool down?" Emily sat up straight and took a deep breath. 

Her expression was bitter, sour, and slightly sad. "Cool down." She said with a tremble voice, feeling 

helpless. From time to time, Daenerys look at Leo and Leo saw her too. Their distance was some far, but 

Daenerys saw that Leo was surprised to see her, and from his lips, she knew he was calling her name. So 

they could not avoid it. She gave a wink to Leo, beckoning there was a person opposite her. Leo had 

already got up and was coming towards them. Daenerys had to remind Emily. "Leo saw me and he is 

coming over." "Ok, no big deal." Emily was obviously dissatisfied. She was depressed since the moment 

she saw Leo, because of the woman opposite him. "You're here, Daenerys. What a coincidence." Leo 

had come to them and then found Emily was there too. His expression became stiff. "Emily, you are here 

too." Leo greeted with embarrassment. Because of his embarrassment and his stiff expression, Emily 

was sure that that woman had a relationship with Leo. "Daenerys and I got tired from shopping and 

stopped by for a cold drink. It just so happened that you are here too." Emily endured the pain in heart, 

answered Leo like meeting an old friend. "Why are you here?” Daenerys couldn't help asking. She knew 

the answer to this question might make Emily sad, but she could not help it. The anger in her heart was 

not controllable. She thought of another possibility - Leo gave a negative answer, so that Emily could 



feel better. Of the two possibilities, Daenerys preferred the latter, but she felt the first was the most 

likely. "I came here for a blind date." Leo answered directly, beyond the expectation of Daenerys. 

Daenerys thought at least he would say mildly, at least he would take into account Emily's mood. But 

Leo used the most hurtful way to answer her question. Daenerys stared at Leo, speechless, For a 

moment, the air was still. The breath around even made Emily feel fidgety. "Since you are here on a 

blind date, don't neglect your girlfriend. We will leave after having a cup of coffee. You go back to your 

date." No one knew why she said so. Blind date was a hurtful phrase. He was in a hurry to have a blind 

date short after they broke up. His confession to her was feeble and perfunctory. Man was realistic, or 

did Leo find someone to replace her to protect Winnie? But no matter what Leo's purpose was, it 

seemed to have nothing to do with her. "Yes, go back. We'll continue shopping later. If your girlfriend is 

snubbed, the consequence will be very serious." Daenerys became angry. If it were not the girl had been 

watching them, she would ask Leo why he had a blind date and got over Emily so soon. "You talk, I gotta 

go." Leo turned around and then added. "I'll buy your bill later." As Leo's voice fell, Emily said irritably. 

"No, thanks. It's just a few cups of coffee, we can afford them. Mr. Johnson, please get out of here." 

Emily did not hold back but exposed her emotions. She cared about Leo and hated him to have a blind 

date. This attitude was not appropriate for her position, but she could not help it. "......" Leo felt 

heartache, because Emily was hurt by him and felt wrong. He regretted that he had spoken so directly. 

He thought that by speaking directly, there would be no room for imagination between them, no 

attachment to each other, and both of them would get over each other. But it did not achieve the effect 

he wanted, but hurt Emily. "Emily, I... "Leo, go back first. It's not polite to leave your blind date alone." 

Leo wanted to explain, but was stopped by Daenerys. Daenerys knew Emily would not listen to Leo, and 

would only make Emily sadder. It was her bad. If she did not ask, it would not end up like this. "I'll go." 

Leo said, took a look at Emily and then walked away. After confirming Leo had left, Emily said in a low 

voice. "Men are jerks. See, he can’t be lonely and has a blind date so soon. Don't you ever set us up 

again. there is no hope for us to be together." "Bastard." It seemed that she could not vent her anger, 

and she cursed again. "It was not that nasty, Don't you understand Leo? He’s not the kind of person who 

doesn't want to be alone." 
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Daenerys explained for Leo, hoping that Emily would listen to it, so that she would not be sad before she 

figured out what had happened. "You're right. I really don't know him at all. I found that Leo is different 

from the man I know. It's like he's got two personalities, and then..." "Well, I don't judge him. There's no 

point. We're going to... I'll hate him all my life." With that, Emily picked up the coffee and drank it up. 

She had come to cool herself down, but she was like drinking gasoline, the flame of anger got violent. 

But her anger mixed with emotion and her heart was burning. "We don't talk about him. We drink our 

coffee and go shopping." Daenerys did not continue. If she continued, Emily would cry and feel her heart 

pain. Daenerys accompanied Emily shopping and then went home. Emily said she would go home too, 

but after she dropped Daenerys off, she drove to the beach. She felt she could not breathe and could 

only watch the vast sea. She had been sitting at the beach for a long time and didn't drive home until 

late. When she reached the door, Emily saw Leo's car parked in front of her house, and Leo was standing 

beside the car. Emily did not understand why Leo was there and did not want to know about it. She 



didn't get out of the car and drove straight into the yard. When the electric door opened and Emily was 

about to turn into the yard, Leo suddenly stood in front of the car. Emily stepped on the brake and the 

car stopped in time. She was angry, she wanted to scold Leo, but she endured it. It was not worth it to 

get angry and resentful about people she had no connection with. Emily turned off the car and then got 

off. "It's late, and it's not appropriate for you to be here. If you want to talk to me, come tomorrow." 

Emily stood beside the door and said to Leo. Now her heart was painful and panic. She was in a state of 

irritability. She was in the mood to talk to Leo, and she did not know what she would say. Leo came to 

Emily. "I know it's late. I've been waiting here since noon. I want to explain the blind date..." "No, don't 

explain, we..." Before she could finish, she sobbed. She quickly turned away, so that Leo could not see 

she was in tears. She had been sad for a day and had adjusted her mood and forced herself to be clam 

before she had courage to go home. But now her adjusted mood was destroyed by Leo's words. Emily 

hated herself like that and hated herself was still in love with Leo. He was a liar, he did not love her, why 

could she get her heart back? There was silence. Again and again she took deep breath. Emily forced 

herself to stabilize her emotion before she turned and spoke. "Don't explain it to me... You don’t need to 

explain to me. Blind date is good. You can do as you want, you don’t need to explain it to anyone." "Go 

back." Emily said, passed by Leo and walked home, but was stopped by Leo after only a few steps. "My 

mother forced me to go on a blind date with a fast." Leo did not listen to Emily and still explained. He 

explained eagerly, and it was not easy that he could say it out. Looking at the appearance of Emily, 

listening to Emily’s voice, he felt his heart broken. He knew that his words hurt Emily and that his blind 

date made Emily not believe in love, and that Emily would leave with hate if he did not explain. "Let go. 

It's your business, not mine." Hearing his words, Emily felt better, but then she told herself that Leo was 

a liar, he was not telling truth when he talked to her. Since she had given up, she would give up 

completely and left hope for herself. “I have told my Mom and Dad about our break-up and they were 

furious. My Mom forced me to get you back, I did not agree, so she forced me to blind date with hunger 

strike. That was why I went to a blind date." Regardless of Emily's block, Leo put things out, but he did 

not expect that Emily would cry. "Leo, I understand. You are not explaining, you are telling me that you 

would rather go to a blind date than chase after me." "I see what you mean, and I will not force you to 

accept me. You can go back in peace now." Emily got tears in eyes, broke off Leo's hand with force, ran 

back to her car, and then drove away. Leo failed to prevent Emily from leaving. Leo was at a loss, 

wandering back and forth at the door house of Emily’s house. He came to explain, not to make Emily 

sad. But he had made it worse and made Emily hate him more. Emily's heart was bleeding. She did not 

understand why Leo said that to her. She did very well and did not bother him these days. Why told her 

that? No matter what his purpose of blind date was, she did not come forward to destroy it, they met 

today by coincidence. Did Leo think she came deliberately to destroy it? Was her character so bad? Was 

her love so humble? Did she have to fight for a man with another woman? She only wanted pure love, 

how could she fight for a man who did not love her? Emily did not come home that night and Leo was 

sleepless overnight. The next day everything was fine and no one went to each other again. Brian and 

Winnie played for twenty days before they came back. It had been a long time for them. Both of them 

were busy people, and it took a lot longer than expected, so they didn't even have time to get jet-lagged 

before getting back to work. The adults were busy, and the children were not idle. After getting jet-

lagged, they went to the suburbs with their aunt and grandpa. Knowing that the children would come, 

Felix stood early in the courtyard of the house, waiting. Seeing the car coming in, he walked towards it. 

Felix's paces were slow, but the two children were like birds escaping from the cage. They got out of the 

car, ran to Felix and hugged him directly. "Great Grandpa, I miss you." Megan always was good at 



showing herself and was the most lovable child. "So do I." Luke would not compete for love with Megan 

as usual. "I miss you very much. Next time if you're out for such a long time, I want to be with you, or I 

will miss you to death." Felix was as happy as a child. He had never been as flattered as now. Now he 

realized that he really missed the children. “You will live to be 100 years old, you won't die. You need to 

watch me get married, so you must live well. You can’t say the word death." Megan said seriously. She 

most disliked the word “death”. She had just been back to the Bennet family, she did not want anyone 

to die. Felix felt both moved and warm by the words of Megan. "Ok, I must live well and watch Megan 

getting married." "Grandpa has been waiting outside for a long time. Go in and have a rest." At that 

moment, Jack came out of the house and invited the whole family in. Sitting on the sofa in the living 

room, Felix couldn't help but wonder about the competition. "Luke, were you nervous during the 

competition?" "Not, but Mom and Dad and Megan are nervous. I wasn’t nervous once the competition 

began." Luke talked a lot about the competition, as if he had found his interest. "Well, you finished the 

competition calmly, you are a good boy." Felix could not help but praise. He never expected that a kid 

could be so calm. "Were the opponents good?" Felix continued to ask, Stella and Rufus quietly listened 

with a smile. "Yes. They are the best from all countries. When I didn't know my opponent, I was afraid, 

but after I knew my opponent, I was not afraid and knew how to fight." Luke said profoundly, which 

could not be heard that it was said by a six-year-old child. "Oh, it sounds like art of war, is it about mind 

tactics?" Felix did not expect that it was like a battlefield in Luke’s mouth. "Of course, Mom says there's 

always a rival for everything. He who wins is king. Mom said that winning an opponent is not just about 

skill, but also about mind." Luke began to tell his mother's "art of war" with his great grandpa. "It is 

profound. How do you find the mind of your opponent?" Felix admires the child, as well as Winnie who 

taught the kid. "Mom said there are many ways. If you have a chance, talk to them and you can see 

whether he is confident or not in his words. But in a competition like this we don't have a chance to talk 

to our opponents, we can only look into their eyes. "Mom said that as long as their eyes are calm and 

not wandering, they must be confident. If their eyes are always flurried, he must not be confident 

enough." "Mom also said that even when you don't have confidence in yourself, you should make your 

opponent feel you are confident and he will lose half the competition before it begins." Luke told what 

he had learned from his mother to his great grandpa in details. He wasn't showing off how he knew 

mind competitions but showing off his mother. Indirectly, he wanted his great grandpa to know how 

important his mother was and how awesome his mother was. "You understand a lot at this small age, 

good, you are promising when you grow up." Felix could not refrain from praising. These skills were 

taught by Winnie, and none of them were wrong. In business, like in a competition, you must know your 

opponents and create tension for them to have a chance to win. It seemed that Winnie had her means 

in raising children. 
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Felix analyzed Winnie's educational methods. Winnie educated the children according to their 

advantages. Luke liked computers, so she guided him to learn. Megan did not like computer but 

language, she gave Megan language teaching. The children must be excellent to be taught by this way. 

"Megan is great, too. I saw Megan speak foreign language on TV." Felix praised Megan. "My foreign 

language is very good, right?" Tilting head, Megan asked Felix in a sweet voice. "Yes, you are the best." 

Felix loved Megan, stretched out his hands to embrace Megan in his arms. He didn't know why he liked 

the two children so much. He had three children and three grandchildren. But he did not love them like 



this. "Great Grandpa, I finished learning Korean. I'm studying Russian and German now. But the best I've 

learned is our own language. I've learned many national languages and dialects." Megan finally found 

where she was pound. Knowing many languages was worth showing off. "How can you know so much? I 

haven’t seen you learn." Felix was surprised. He recalled carefully, but he did not know when Megan 

learned so many languages. Why a six-year-old had time to learn so much language? "My mother 

discovered that I liked foreign language when I first learned to speak, so she gave cartoons and movies 

in foreign language to me. I actually learned foreign language and our language together." "When I got 

older, my mother found that I liked other languages, so she asked me to learn more. But she said I have 

to learn my own language before I learn another." "That's why my progress is slow. I've only learned two 

foreign languages." Megan proudly spoke of her interests and efforts for so many years. If she knew 

everyone thought it was difficult, she would have flaunted it. "You have been very good. Are you tired of 

learning so much?" Felix looked at Megan with surprise and did not expect that she began to learn 

foreign languages from babbling. Winnie did take efforts to find the children's interests so early. "No, I'm 

never tired of anything I'm interested in, but I don't know if I can use so many languages." Megan only 

took it as a hobby and did not think language could earn money to support herself. "Of course you can. 

Now you can make money with your skills." Felix praised Megan, but he really did not expect that two 

children had learned so many things. Two children were swift horses, but Winnie was important. Under 

Winnie's education the two children must be able to become the pride and pillars of the Bennet family. 

He wanted Winnie to stay with two children forever. When the children grew up, they also need a 

person with such insights and ideas. Retaining Winnie was equal to retaining two talents, which was 

equal to stabilizing the situation of the Bennet Group. "Stella, call Brian and ask him to bring Winnie in 

the evening, so that we could get together and have a good time. And Joshua must come, too. And 

Winnie's sister... Vanessa, we can't leave her alone." Aware of Winnie's good aspect, Felix would not be 

stingy with a dinner. "All right, I'll call them." Felix's change made Stella surprised. She did not expect 

that his attitude towards Winnie changed after talking to the children. Brian was busy in the company, 

but soon received the news of Stella. Although he was busy, he was excited, put down the work and 

went directly to Winnie's office. Brian almost broke into the room, which surprised Winnie, who was 

fully devoted to her work. "You gave me a start." Winnie was clutching her chest and patting. "Grandpa 

wants you to have dinner at the old house tonight." Brian was happy and came to Winnie with 

excitement. "Let me go to the old house?” Winnie asked Brian in a moment of disbelief. "My sister 

called and said it is Grandpa wants you to be there. And he wants us to bring Vanessa after work." Brian 

was excited to think about it. It was not a simple dinner, but grandpa's recognition of Winnie. The 

change in his attitude proved that there is a chance of accepting Winnie. "Why are you so happy? Didn't 

you say you wouldn't let me go even if Chairman did?" Winnie smiled faintly, but she was pleased. She 

was not sure how she was going to be treated, but at least she was invited, which would count as 

progress. "Those are angry words, don't take them to heart. Now grandpa has asked you to go. He must 

approve of you. We can't refuse and embarrass him." Brian thought Winnie would refuse, so he 

explained. "I will not embarrass you or Chairman. But recognition does not mean acceptance. You can't 

fight for anything for me because Luke won the competition, and you can't refuse the blind date the 

chairman arranged for you because of this." "If you listen to the chairman, you're doing me a favor. 

Otherwise he will suspect I have other intentions." Winnie had said it in advance and could not wait until 

it happened. And she could not provoke everyone because she went to the Bennet’s. "I am quite happy, 

why do you mention the blind date?" Brian was antipathetic to the blind date, so his mood became low. 

He had been worried about the blind date since the day they came back home. He promised grandpa he 



would have a blind date, but he was afraid that Winnie would be sad. Although he was confident that he 

would not like the blind date, but after blind date, there were a few inevitable opportunities that they 

would show up together, which would make Winnie sad. So he had been worried about how to reduce 

the damage to Winnie as much as possible. "That is why I remind you. Don’t embarrass everyone and 

affect everyone's mood because of anything." "Will you do what I tell you?" Winnie confirmed again, 

only Brian gave her a positive answer, she could go to the Bennet’s feeling at ease. "Yes, I will. No matter 

what you say, I agree." Brian had to agree. She required for the sake of everyone. "Leave work early this 

evening. I want to go back and change my clothes." Winnie finally smiled in relief. No matter what she 

would face at night, as long as everyone had no burden. "Ok, we get off work together in the evening." 

Brian turned to leave, but Winnie stopped him. "Wait, I'm done with my private affairs. But the business 

has not been finished. If you don't come to see me, I will report to you." Winnie took out the document 

and handed the pen to Brian. "Read this document. I'll talk business after you sign it." Brian turned 

around and signed it without reading. He had never done such a thing before. He had to read every 

word of even a small document before signing it. But he believed Winnie that she was more careful than 

himself and that there would be no problem, so he signed directly. "You didn't read it. Don't blame me if 

there's a problem." Winnie found that Brian’s nerve on work was relaxed today. Maybe it was because 

the phone call from Felix. "I trust you, it will be all right. It's my fault if there is a problem." With hat, 

Brian leaned over and kissed Winnie's forehead. "You rascal, it is work time, how can you casually harass 

female staff? It will affect my reputation." Winnie resisted, but it made Brian laughed. "What's wrong 

with me kissing my wife? Who will gossip about it?" "Good, you are the president, of course no one 

would gossip about you." Winnie also laughed and did not continue the topic. It was rare to see Brian to 

be happy, so let him say what he wanted to say. "Stop laughing, let's get down to business." "This 

project between our two companies will be over in two days. After that, I need to go back to my own 

company, and you don't cooperate with our company again. Even if there is a cooperation, don’t ask me 

to be there, I feel it's better..." Winnie thought it was more convenient and more comfortable to go back 

to her own company. She was too tired to run on both sides. But before she could finish, Brian 

interrupted her words. "It's too late. It's too late to say that. Our two companies have signed a long-term 

cooperation contract. In the future, you will be the representative of your company and the director of 

technical guidance." It had long been in the negotiations, but Brian did not publicize it, including 

decision-making layer of Winnie’s company. He was afraid that Winnie would oppose it. The first thing 

Brian did after returning from abroad was to sign the contract for the project. He intended to tell her 

when he got home tonight, but she brought it up first. "What, why didn't I know about it?” Winnie was 

confused, no one told her that. Laura only said about the continued cooperation of the project, but not 

the long-term cooperation. "It's normal that you don't know about the cooperation projects that I 

personally talked to your leaders about." Brian was pleased. Although Winnie had not became one 

member of his company since she came to work, but he had made up his mind that he had to keep 

Winnie in the company in any ways. It turned out he was right, and the performance that Winnie 

brought for the company far exceeded his expectations. It had nothing to do with his Grandpa, he only 

wanted to see her every day. "I'm a shareholder, not even..." Winnie tried to defend herself, not 

believing that she had been sold by the company. "You are a shareholder, but you said you were not 

involved in management. You have the right to know, not the right to make decisions." "Now that you 

know, you have not been deprived of information." Brian was flattered and felt it was right to keep 

Winnie in his company. From now on, no matter at home or in the company, they could see each other 

all the time, which greatly reduced the pain of missing. 
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Winnie still could not accept it and wanted Brian to explain in detail. "I..." "If in doubt you can consult 

your leaders. I have to get back to work or I won't have time for the evening." Brian didn't give Winnie 

the chance to speak. Anyway, the contract had been signed, Winnie could not refuse even if she was not 

satisfied. With that, Brian turned around and left. Brian was uninhibited, but Winnie was confused. How 

she was betrayed by the two bosses? Winnie put down her work and went straight to her company with 

her bag. Even if she had been sold, she had to make it clear. When she came to the company, both 

leaders were not there, as if they had received the news in advance and avoided her. Winnie had to find 

Laura. Laura was embarrassed to see Winnie and did not know what to say. "What's going on, Laura?” 

Winnie asked with concern. Seeing that Laura did not look right, temporarily she forgot about the work. 

"I... I'm too embarrassed to see you. I......" "Just tell me what happened." Laura talked like this, which 

made Winnie more worried. "I... I didn't mean to..." "Laura, don't hesitate. It is the arrangement of the 

leadership, not you took Winnie’s position. Or I'll help you." A colleague next to Laura looked at her as if 

she had made a big mistake and was to explain. "Winnie..." "No, now I should call you Boss Chambers. 

Your position has changed and you are now the top leader alongside our two bosses. Then Laura will 

take your place." Hearing that, Winnie understood what was going on. It was that Laura had been 

promoted to her position, so Laura felt guilty when Laura saw her. "This is a good thing, Laura, come to 

my office and tell me about the specific arrangements." Winnie gave a gentle smile, and took Laura back 

to her office. "Winwin, this is the company's arrangement, I did not behind the plot. I had no idea that 

the announcement was made at an emergency company-wide meeting called by the two bosses just 

before you arrived." Laura was in a hurry to explain, although it was decided by the company’s leaders, 

she still had a sense that she stole the job of Winnie. She used to hate Winnie because of this position, 

also hurt Winnie. That was why she was afraid that Winnie had a problem with her. "Laura, please sit 

down first. Actually, I came here to ask about the job. I just found out that the Bennet Group and our 

company are working together forever. Brian made me confused and I came back to ask. But I don’t 

know where the bosses are." Winnie saw Laura was eager to explain, but she wanted to know what was 

going on before she comforted Laura. "They are too embarrassed to explain the matter to you. It has 

been left to me. They asked me set things straight with you and tell you not to get angry because it's for 

the good of the company." "This cooperation should be discussed by the two bosses and Mr. Bennet. In 

the future, all the projects of our company will be cooperated with the Bennet Group. I'll take over your 

work." "You will be in the same position as the two bosses, but you will continue to work at the Bennet 

Group." The two bosses were afraid that Winnie would get angry, so they left this difficult task to Laura. 

"Alas...... I am really sad I was sold by the company without knowing anything." Winnie had understood 

that the key to the problem was Brian. He did not want her to go back to her company and put forward 

the cooperation case. It was no use talking to two bosses now. "Laura, it has nothing to do with you. 

Why do you feel sorry for me? I believe you can do a good job in this position. If there is anything you 

don't know, just ask me." Winnie comforted Laura. It was about Brian, there was no need to blame 

others. Laura just listened to the company’s deployment. "Winwin. That makes me feel better. You 

know, because of this position..." "Laura, let's not talk about the past. The past is in the past and we 

need to move on." Winnie interrupted Laura, did not want to mention things before, and did not want 

the shadow to always stay in the heart of Laura. "Winwin, what can I say? Thank you very much! Thank 



you for your understanding." Laura was touched by Winnie's understanding. "Why thank me, I did not 

do anything." Winnie smiled gently and had no other expectations for Laura except that she could do 

her job well. "Not only thank you, but also Mr. Bennet. It was him me to take your place. Winwin, please 

thank him for me that he still trusts me." Laura was touched. He did not expect that Brian would 

recommend her to take over this position. "Recommended by Brian?" Winnie asked in disbelief. "Yes, 

that's what both bosses said." Hearing that, Winnie did not continue to ask. She gave a gratified and 

joyful smile. This was the most correct thing Brian did. He knew what she was thinking. He did it so that 

she would not be guilty to Laura. He understood her heart. Winnie returned to the company and did not 

mention work again. Since the company had made its decision and her work had been replaced, since 

Brian liked this arrangement, let it be. For Brian, she found that she had changed a lot, but she felt 

uncomfortable, because it was against her own ideas. She didn't want to work at the Bennet Group all 

the time, she didn't want to be seen as dependent on Brain, and she didn't want to block her own way. 

This job would be her fatal weakness if she left one day. At night, Winnie, Brian and Vanessa came to the 

Bennet’s old house. This was not Qin's first visit, but the feeling was different. On the previous two visits 

she had had business which had made her feel indifferent, but now her heart heaved because she did 

not know whether her arrival would be unpleasant. Compared to Winnie, Vanessa was nervous. This 

was her first time came to the old house, and her status was out of place. This old house was ridiculously 

big and decorated in a vintage style. It looked much larger and more imposing than the house in 

suburbs. After greeting those she knew or didn't know, Vanessa sat down beside the two children and 

watched them play. The atmosphere was stiff, she couldn't relax, and she was the only outsider. Under 

the circumstances, she somewhat regretted coming over. Winnie greeted politely and then sat beside 

Vanessa. She found Vanessa was nervous, Actually, she felt herself not fit to here. Felix did not give her a 

hard time, but he looked serious all the time. Although Thomas and his wife responded to her, she did 

not feel their kindness to her. Winnie regretted that she had come. It seemed that Felix called her over 

reluctantly. "Winwin, you are here." Jack's voice with surprise suddenly broke Winnie's thoughts. The 

only one in this house has a smile was Jack. "Yes, we just arrived." Winnie could control her facial 

emotions thought she was inhibited. She answered with a faint smile. "It is rude to call her name 

directly?" Brian was dissatisfied with Jack’s address to Winnie, so he stared at Jack. Jack gave a 

mischievous smile and did not care about it, but her mother said in a strange way. "What should he call 

then? He can't call her sister-in-law, right? Besides, who knows who will be his sister-in-law?" Maria was 

disdainful, feeling satisfied about Winnie. Winnie heard Maria’s irony, but she did not care about it. But 

she did not know what she had done to offend Maria. "Maria......" Stella said ahead of Brian was 

because she was afraid that if Brian spoke for Winnie, it would provoke, but she was interrupted by 

Felix. "Maria, go to the kitchen to see if the food is cooked." Felix's tone was not cold, but his brow 

wrinkled because of Maria's words. Felix felt that such a sensitive subject was not appropriate at this 

time. Today he did not intend to mention it, but Maria mentioned such sensitive point. She didn’t even 

understand that, so she was not appropriate to be there. Under the command of Felix, even if Maria was 

unconvinced, she did not dare to disobey. She was angry that Felix said it in front of so many people, but 

she had no one to vent her anger, so she could only stare at Winnie before she turned and left. Winnie 

was regarded as a punching bag and was grudged for no reason. She knew that she was unwelcomed, or 

Maria would not stare at her. But she said nothing, it was not because she was coward, but she did want 

embarrass everything because of her. Vanessa saw that Winnie had been stared at and she felt 

distressed for her sister. They had just arrived, but were despised, if they had a meal, her sister would be 

upset. Vanessa had an impulse to argue with Maria and asked her why she stared at her sister as her 



sister said nothing. Although the impulse was strong, Vanessa resisted it. It was not because she had no 

courage or feared of the power of the Benent family, but felt that if she really did that, she would bring 

more trouble to her sister. "Winnie, Jack's mother didn't mean it, don’t take it to heart." When Winnie 

felt uncomfortable, Felix said and eased the atmosphere. "No, Maria made a joke, I won't mind it." 

Winnie smiled faintly, and it was over quietly. Since Felix said so, she could not push her luck. It was a 

simple answer, but Felix was satisfied. This was what a smart person did, she did not embarrass others, 

but also succeed in rescuing herself. If this sentence was said by Wendy, it would have different result. 

 


